When to Refer Patients With Pain for EMG

Carefully weigh the cost to patient in time, money, and possible pain against diagnostic benefits before referring for an EMG.

By Shivkumar C. Bhadola and Kate M. Daniello, MD

Nerve conduction and EMG studies are an important procedure for evaluating possible peripheral nervous system (PNS) disorders. EMG can be considered an extension of the clinical neurologic examination, rather than simply a test, and is ordered by many healthcare providers from all specialties. Choosing which patients to refer for EMG is important because there are costs of patient time, money, and perhaps most importantly, pain intrinsically associated with EMG itself. This review addresses the types of patients and pain that warrant referral to EMG and when to consider this a useful diagnostic study.

The Pain of an EMG

Pain is the most common complication of EMG causing some level of discomfort in all patients either from the nerve conduction portion or the needle examination. Most surveys find pain more common in the needle portion. The study is typically well tolerated but for some patients it is nearly unbearable. It is crucial to discuss and understand a patient’s pain before referring to EMG because stopping midstudy because of pain sacrifices patients’ resources, adds to their discomfort, and creates the challenge of interpretation from limited data for the electromyographer. Patients who report higher pretest pain and anxiety typically report more pain during the procedure. There have been attempts to alleviate pain during EMG with pharmacologic interventions (eg, skin sprays or oral analgesics) and with nonpharmacologic interventions (eg, calming music and/or providing preprocedure information about the test to alleviate anxiety).

Patients have varied levels of understanding and perceptions of EMG. In a study of new patients at an EMG lab, 52.1% of patients had either no information or incorrect information about EMG, and only 28.2% were considered informed. Giving information before the test may be helpful. Some studies have found women having nerve conduction studies perceived less pain when they were given informational handouts prior to the study, although this did not apply to the needle portion of the exam and the effect was not seen in men. Women have more pain during EMG or at least acknowledge and report it.

Accurate muscle selection is an important and modifiable aspect of the pain caused by EMG, making it crucial that electromyographers perform accurate muscle selection. Although the procedure may induce pain, it is important to note that it is not a severely painful experience for most patients. A study found that 82% of patients said the test was “not as bad as they expected,” and most patients noted only mild pain. It is important that referrals include clear descriptions of symptoms and a thoughtful diagnostic question for the electromyographer to evaluate (Box).

It is also important to remember that pain is not the only risk of the study. EMGs carry intrinsic hazards, including the rare cases of electrical injury, bleeding, or infection. Although these are extremely uncommon, the risks warrant at least ensuring that the study is necessary before referring.

Alternatives to Needle EMG

Electrodiagnostic tests that are painless may also be considered for diagnosing neuromuscular diseases including surface EMG (sEMG), which can complement a nerve conduction study and/or needle examination. Muscle signals are exam-
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Box: Information to Provide With Referral

- Full description of patient symptoms including right/left and specific locations
- A list of physical examination findings
- A clear question with an explanation of why EMG is expected to provide an answer
ined with surface electrodes in sEMG rather than through the traditional needle electrode. Currently, sEMG is mostly used to evaluate nonneurologic diagnoses. An evidence-based review from the American Association of Neuromuscular and Electrodiagnostic Medicine (AANEM) suggests there is class C evidence that sEMG may be helpful in diagnosing neuromuscular diseases; it is rarely used for this purpose, and that is likely to remain so until further studies are done.\(^9\) A more frequently used “pain-free” electrodiagnostic test is neuromuscular ultrasound, which is used to diagnose neuropathies and focal deficits and monitor muscle health. Neuromuscular ultrasound is accurate for diagnosis of median neuropathy at the wrist, and level A evidence suggests it may be offered for this diagnosis.\(^11\) For patients in pain caused by median neuropathies, or for example from wrist arthritis leading to the compression, an accurate pain-free study may be quite helpful.

**The Physiology of Pain**

Because EMG is an electrophysiologic measure, it is important to consider the physiology of pain itself, which is perhaps best studied in myofascial pain. EMG is often used for diagnosing orthopedic injuries such as patellofemoral pain syndrome (PFPS) through sEMG. In PFPS, sEMG assesses vastus muscle inhibition or activation and is 70% specific and 84% sensitive, although an activity instability test has higher positive predictive value (100%) suggesting clinical diagnoses are equally or more useful.\(^12\) Surface EMG has been examined in patients with myofascial pain compared to normal control subjects, and a new technique showed accuracy to differentiate 60-85% of patients with myofascial pain from control subjects, suggesting there is inherent physiologic change to muscle in a state of pain.\(^13\) In contrast, a review article on sEMG activity in musicians, who have a high prevalence of musculoskeletal pain, found that sEMG utility varied, depending on which muscles were studied.\(^14\) Therefore, pain is not always associated with increased sEMG activity.

When patients with neck pain have had deep cervical flexor muscle activation through sEMG it was found that analysis could determine less activation in these muscles when flexed and more activation in the superficial muscles, suggesting patients with pain alter their muscle activation, which may be another way to consider the physiology of pain.\(^15\) Variation of activation and inactivation may be explained by pain adaptation theories that suggest agonist muscles have reduced activity during pain whereas opposing muscle group activities increase.\(^16,17\)

Unfortunately, it seems that sEMG is not likely to be able to differentiate well between different causes of muscle pain. For example, a study of patients with fibromyalgia versus focal chronic neck/shoulder muscle tension had similar electrophysiology findings in the neck but patients with fibromyalgia had more widespread generalized muscle pain responses.\(^18\) There is likely alteration in muscle activity versus hypoactivity that occurs on surface EMG when muscles experience pain, but that has not been well studied from the physiologic perspective of needle EMG diagnosis.

**What Can EMG Diagnose?**

Like any diagnostic procedure or test, EMG is not perfect. A normal result does not mean a patient does not have a deficit in their nerve or muscle. Whether median neuropathy at the wrist or carpal tunnel syndrome are present is the most referred question for EMG.\(^6\) The challenge of assessing sensitivity and specificity for any diagnosis is what to consider the gold standard, and typically, this is clinical suspicion or exam findings. In median neuropathy, when compared to the clinical criteria of carpal tunnel, 25% of patients in a study did not have findings of median neuropathy at the wrist by EMG.\(^19\) Therefore, it is useful to consider what a test will add to management of an individual patient. It is likely that for carpal tunnel, if a patient meets clinical diagnosis, further testing is not immediately necessary. However, for patients who only meet partial clinical criteria or if a clinician is debating an alternative diagnosis, the test may indeed be quite warranted and useful (Figure 1).

![Figure 1: Algorithm for considering whether to send a patient who has pain for EMG. If the algorithm does not clearly lead to the EMG, carefully weigh the costs and potential pain for patient against the likely diagnostic benefit of EMG.](image-url)
Peripheral Neuropathy

Although in patients with suspected peripheral neuropathy EMG is commonly recommended, it is important to remember that the examination will only be able to comment on large-fiber processes. For patients in whom pain is an issue, this typically indicates that small fibers are affected. Patients who have burning pain alone or burning pain with loss of pinprick/temperature sensation are thought to have small fiber issues and may have normal EMGs. If there is a sensory deficit with vibration or proprioception indicative of a large-fiber neuropathy, then the EMG may indeed be important to pursue. Most electromyographers report neuropathy if sural amplitudes are reduced, although that may only have a sensitivity of 66%. Some have studied neuropathy diagnoses comparing a ratio of sural to radial sensory nerve conduction, and this may increase sensitivity to 90% though this is not yet routine. Again it is important to recall that the gold standard is typically considered the clinical diagnosis thus making sensitivity difficult to clarify. If a patient has large-fiber neuropathy clinically, the EMG may be pursued to determine if there is axonal damage versus demyelinating or progressive disease but may not be needed or useful if the suspicion is for a small fiber neuropathy.

Radiculopathy

Radiculopathy is a commonly missed diagnosis with EMG and also commonly associated with pain. The missed diagnoses may occur because unless the radiculopathy affects the muscle, and therefore causes areas of denervation, the needle EMG may be normal even though the nerve is compressed leading to pain. A spinal MRI is more accurate for visualizing compressed nerves when pain is the only symptom. A study examining clinical suspicion versus electrodiagnostic findings for radiculopathy found that a normal exam can still find an abnormal EMG and vice versa and therefore both are useful in the diagnostic armamentarium. This argues that when cervical radiculopathy is suspected or diagnosed clinically, patients should have an imaging study regardless of EMG findings. Cervical radiculopathy was evaluated by the AANEM in 1999; at that time, they found a sensitivity of 50-71%, noting that EMG was almost always abnormal when motor deficits were present. There was a correlation between needle and radiologic examinations in 65-85% of patients, but specificity is limited likely due to infrequent reporting of normal data. For lumbosacral radiculopathy there is a similarly low sensitivity; as few as 42% people with lumbosacral radiculopathy have abnormal EMGs compared to using MRI and clinical suspicion together as gold standard. The patients for whom to consider EMG for radiculopathy may be those with symptoms not correlating with imaging due to the high false-positive rate in imaging or when multilevel disease is present and the question is which level is affecting the patient most. It can be quite useful to consider EMG for patients who can not tolerate neurologic examination because of their pain.

Myopathy

For most muscle diseases there is no associated direct muscle pain, although there is frequently pain from overuse in stronger muscles. Myopathy or myositis, like radiculopathy, remains a difficult diagnosis on EMG. The gold standard is clearer because pathology is often performed through muscle biopsy. For myopathic disorders the EMG sensitivity is thought to be 74% although specificity is a bit lower at 67%. This same study found that creatine kinase levels over 1000 U/L had a specificity of 94% (with sensitivity of 48%). For patients with muscle pain who have a normal CK level, the added pain of an EMG may be unnecessary. Instead, if further testing is needed, a muscle MRI may be more useful than EMG.

Pain

When pain is the only symptom, it is inherently vague and leaves care providers debating whether pain is a nerve or muscle problem. To answer this question in more detail, we conducted an institutional research board (IRB)-approved retrospective chart review of 602 referrals to our academic university’s neurodiagnostic center. All patients referred over a 6-month period were included and the reason for referral (diagnostic question and symptoms), as well as results of the EMG were documented and analyzed (Figure 2). Of the 602 patients, only 490 patients had symptoms described within the EMG referral. Of these, 184 patients (37.6%) had pain listed as a symptom upon referral. For this study, pain was defined as documentation of pain, ache, or burning. Pain was the second most common symptom listed after numbness (216 patients with numbness, 44.1%). The most commonly referred questions associated with pain as a symptom were cervical radiculopathy (26.9%), carpal tunnel syndrome (19.7%), lumbosacral radiculopathy (18.0%), and peripheral neuropathy (15.6%).

Although the referral paperwork requested clinical information and reason for referral to EMG, this was not provided for many patients such that only symptoms were given without any question (eg, stating “thumb numbness” instead of “thumb numbness, question median neuropathy versus C6 radiculopathy”). Only 40.5% of patients for whom symptoms were given also had a specific diagnostic question given on their referral form.

When pain was a referral symptom, 67 of 184 (36.4%) referrals resulted in a normal EMG diagnosis, which was not significantly different than the rate of normal results for patients without pain as a symptom (32%). Pain was listed as the only symptom for 63 EMG referrals; in this group 26 (41.2%) referrals resulted in a normal diagnosis ($P = 0.16$ when compared to patients with no pain). The most common EMG diagnosis
with pain as a referral symptom was median neuropathy at the wrist (45.7%), which was also the most frequent diagnosis for referrals. Other common diagnoses with pain include peripheral neuropathy (13.8%), cervical radiculopathy (10.8%), and then lumbosacral radiculopathy (9.6%).

**Summary**

Pain is a common symptom, second only to numbness, that prompts clinicians to refer for an EMG, although little is truly understood about the electrophysiology of pain beyond myofascial pain. Because EMG is meant to be an extension of the neurologic examination, the question remains: What is pain on the neurologic examination?

Patients tend to have more normal results when pain is their only symptom. For example, radiculopathies without weakness tend to result in normal EMG findings more than radiculopathy with weakness. It is important to remember normal EMG results do not mean a normal PNS. Combined with the understanding that EMG can be time-consuming, costly, and painful, it is important to first consider whether patients have pain alone or pain in addition to other symptoms. If referral continues after that question is answered, the next step for the provider is to consider what diagnostic question an EMG might answer. EMG for processes linked to pain such as radiculopathies have a low sensitivity compared to diagnoses like median neuropathy at the wrist. The pathophysiology of pain is still largely unknown, and pain remains a challenge to diagnose. If obtaining an EMG will change the diagnosis or treatment or if pain limits obtaining a neurologic examination, then it is more warranted to refer the patient for an EMG.

Figure 2: The electrophysiologic results of all patients referred to one academic hospital’s neurodiagnostic lab broken into whether patient symptoms included pain (blue) or not (red).